
Your sense of your reason for being determines much of the meaning, joy, and relationships
in your life, even the outcomes and legacy of your life. When you know that your life has a
purpose, you flourish. When you know that God delicately knit you together to be who you
are, where you are, when you are, and how you are, you prosper. Knowing your purpose
doesn’t insulate you from challenges. Challenges will come in accidents, health issues, job
losses, relationship disruptions, and the disability or death of loved ones. But having a clear
sense of purpose, or of multiple purposes, draws you through those challenges like a beacon
in a storm. God’s word confirms it: “Do not conform any longer to the patterns of this world
but be transformed by the renewing of your mind.”

You don’t believe it? Look at suicide rates among the young. The
rates are tragically high, indeed higher than for any other age
group. Suicide is the second-leading cause of death among those
fifteen to twenty-four years old. Socially, the young often don’t
yet have a clear sense of their role and purpose in society.
Developmentally, they can be impulsive, thinking primarily of
themselves and only of the short term. They can also be
surprisingly isolated, especially in post-pandemic, full-on
social-media times. Without healthy identity and connective
purpose, they languish, despondent, without hope and without
reason to live.

But how do you help someone discover their purpose? And how
do you discover your own? Discovering your reason for being involves a reflective process.
You won’t find it on a neon sign in the sky. You must instead recognize how God’s knitting
of your character and soul intersects with the circumstances swirling around you. You must
stop the swirling, long enough to see the patterns your life has followed, bringing your
journey to seminal points. And you should learn how others have discovered their own
purpose, drawing from their stories to discover your story.

Pastor, counselor, arborist, sports official, and Covenant Life member Fred Vander Ploeg has
a book coming out soon that has already helped others discover their purpose. In fact, a
friend of Fred’s helped him develop the book, in the process discovering not only his own
purpose but how to see new purposes on the horizon. The book records that journey and
more than a dozen others, while encouraging the reader to reflect on several fundamental
questions the answers to which help discern your purpose. Ask Fred about the book, and
watch for its coming publication. Then share it with your struggling friends. We care for,
counsel, support, and keep our brothers and sisters.


